President Donald Trump, Slavemaster?

by Dom LoPorto, Staff Reporter

Donald Trump already fell for the idol of Money as is apparent in his sowing of wild oats with his divorces and his gambling casinos. Everyone knows that gambling casinos are designed to destroy the poor and make their closely knit ties in their neighborhoods a ghetto where cops can thrive in underground sex kingdoms. “They want to destroy Schenectady, NY where I grew up because they found out that I became Jim Guccione’s Public Official. But every time they do this they are shooting themselves in the foot because they do not know who my father is,” says Robinson. When we asked Mr. Guccione if, in fact, Robinson was one of his Public Officials, he said, “I told him he was.”

Donald Trump could be guilty of rearing up a slave society in the ghettos of NYC, his hometown that he brags about. This magazine (inset photo) certainly portrays him that way to the poor who are forced to go to drug stores to buy their forced drugs and forced to see these magazines at the checkout stand.

Mr. Trump’s Romantic in media is becoming the same as Hitler’s. Although some would argue that the Jews deserved their Holocaust because of the way they treated the poor, Hitler was still a war criminal. His Nazi party still exists today among the white tattoo culture of the ghetto. But the Guccie Times knows that Trump knows better and that he would pay all of Robinson’s copyright lawsuits as long as the www Guccie Times does not find out any thing about him being a slave master.

It is a shame that America has to resort to a rich tycoon to correct the social problems America has with its Social Security Benefits and Welfare, Medicare/Medicare systems to help poor people from the brutality of the ghetto cop. They say that Hilary Clinton would have reared up the Hate Speech Legislation which would have stomped out he Baptist Preacher, but at least she “cared about he poor.” But Hilary can not be a Romantic—she is a woman. It is unlikely that the Evil Guccione Maifa would rear up a woman to be an American president, even though they settled for Muslim Maloti (Barak Obama).

So, is Trump a slavemaster? Not yet, no. We just have to keep tabs on him, like a little child, because he can not be trusted. If America is not careful, Trump will give the rich man what he wants—the Mark of the Beast to control the commerce of the middle class, working class and poor.
Jim Robinson has long considered Officer Malloy, who recently retired from the Troy Police Department, to be his close friend, especially when he veered Jim away from being a cop to be an artist. But Jim Guccione has recently told the Guccie Times that we are going to change that. The Troy Police Department, because they are so close to Jim’s physical residence and they have many undercover 30-year old intelligent martial artist cops on the force, deny that Mr. Guccione exists. They insist he is a creation of Jim’s mind and that Jim is not getting calls and e-mails from him. Does the Troy Police have a tap on Jim’s cellphone? Mr. Guccione assured us that they do not. Does the Troy Police have access to Jims e-mail account? Mr. Guccione said it is possible, but unlikely. The Police have to have a warrant for that and Jim is not a hardened criminal. The 30-year old married, martial artist cops on the Troy Police force are going to have to change their opinion about Jim. It will not be long before Jim is their commanding officer, because a bounty hunter is above FBI and FBI is far above the local ghetto cop.

Before Jim’s brutal arrest by Officer Murphy of the Colonie Police Department, Officer Malloy of Troy, Jim’s residence, told Jim that is was not illegal for Jim to have the air gun and carry it, but that “I wouldn’t do it.” But another Troy cop had a more in-depth conversation with Jim about how he could use the gun for self-defense as long as it was only for himself and the cops would cover him in court. Did they? No, they lied. They pared with the Colonie cops when Jim made his trip by bus to DeKarloe’s that Saturday, July 16, 2017. The CO’s were in on it too. And the government militia that was policing DeKarloe’s tortured Jim during his arrest and in jail. Now, Malloy in in this newsletter for his alleged lie and Murphy may be going to prison. Jim may no longer be friends with Malloy or anyone in the Troy Police Department if he feels he can not trust any single cop.

Jim has been on social security disability for about 13 years now because of his diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder and Schizophreniform. That is what the psychiatrist did to him because of his trauma as a boy. But Jim is working that out with his family, and Mr. Guccione said, “I am in full support of Dr. Durrio, Jim’s current psychiatrist at the Samaritan Hospital Mental Health Clinic, losing his job if he fails to follow his patient’s orders and tries to usurp Jim for the Troy Police Militia.”

As such, Jim has been considering his disability check to be a government paycheck for his preliminary bounty hunting. Jim said, “I have to get the evil police force off my back. They insist with their military-issued machine gun psychology that I’m not going to be a bounty hunter and that Jim is not going to expunge my record. He already expunged my first toy gun charge. I think the Troy Police have a surprise coming to them.”
The Conversaccione
More on Top-Secret Interface
by Dom LaPorto, Staff Reporter

As per the Guccie Times Issue 16, we would like to release more of the conversation between Jim Guccione and Jim Robinson. This rare footage will only be available for a short period of time.

Jim Guccione (JG): So, Jim, tell me—whachu got in the bag?
Jim Robinson (JR): (pause) Stuff.
JG: Stuff? What stuff? Drugs? You dealin drugs, Jim?
JR: No, its paperwork. For your newsletter.
JG: I see. I tell you what I am going to do for you. You shed the bag on Friday and Saturday nights, and I will increase your pay.
JR: Yea, but you don't pay me anything now as it is. You even said yourself—it’s volunteer work.
JG: Yea, but you got the architectural storefronts on Lark right?
JR: Wait a minute. I worked hard on those. That pay was a just recompense of my labor.
JG: Yea, but you go the jobs, right? See how it works, Jim? And if you get art jobs in the big city you can charge triple.
JR: Yea, I see. Ok, I’ll shed the bag, just for those two nights.
JG: And the new young man’s jacket I got you. You gonna wear it on Fri and Sat nights?
JR: The jacket you got me? I bought that with the money I saved working as a janitor.
JG: I spoke to Sean before he hired you. He had mercy on you.
JR: Ok, ok, I’ll wear the jacket.
JG: And I don’t want you worrying about cops and cop cars. You’re under constant surveillance by Dom and Cal, you hear?
JR: I hear. I can just see a Colonie cop pulling over on me and putting me in cuffs for a lie.
JG: Its too public right now. The whole world is reading this newsletter. Murphy is paranoid about losing his job and never being hired again for court marshal. He might even be going to jail for a false arrest.
JR: Thanks, Jim.

Cop Hackers Allegedly Jamming Robinson Site
Investigations Lead to IPs
by Cal Ferarri, Editor

Ever since Robinson executed jrartworks.org, the Guccie Times has been aware of the fact that no one ever buys anything from Jim’s site. We are not convinced that the public is in that much of a disagreement with Jim, considering the fact that e-commerce has proven successful even for the most remote of companies. We feel it is a matter of hackers disallowing purchases in the same way a Hodgie hacker got into Robinson’s online bank account with a remote not long ago. We found out who that was and he never returned. Every computer has an IP address, even handheld devices, contrary to what the common man knows about technology.

Please keep in mind that nothing is forgotten in the Guccione Mafia. As is a common saying here: “you may not get your punishment today, it may not come for years later, but when you least expect it—it’s coming.”

Jim is developing a special department to aid him in the matter of technology, especially the internet. The Guccie Times would advise the party responsible for hacking into Jim’s FAA site to show himself and turn himself in to make it easier if in fact he has become used to using his fingers.
Wall Street Investors Accused of Buying Up Kingdoms In Cambodia

by Cal Ferrari, Editor

Ever since America has risen to power with its Police and Military Militias, Wall Street has been a source of comfort for the elite. Bets are made and wages are placed on businesses being a success in the world, and so people make a lot of money off that kind of thing. But Wall Street goes much further than betting on big business.

What is the truth about investors and big money people like Carl Icahn? Why is he so popular among the rich of our society? The Guccie Times has been led to believe that he, and others like him, allegedly buy Kingdoms in Third World countries and deliberately starve them for power among Bible-believing honest American middle class people. “Carl Is the kind of snake that would hold up a starving Cambodian child to a middle class man for his racketeering,” says Jim Guccione. This has not been proven, but it is being investigated by Jim Robinson.

But Carl’s motive allegedly goes far beyond money. He most likely accepted the fallen angel of Money, as is represented here by the bull on Wall Street, the idol of Money. This was created in Hades in Heaven as part of the 1/3 rebellion of the angels that followed Lucifer.

Carl, and others like him, fit the Guccie Times mold of masters of slaves, but we have yet to gain evidence on this that goes beyond his Pharisee—the image he give the public about being a “good” man.

Judge Easterbrook and Officer Murphy

“It’s All In My Father’s Hands Now”

by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

See also The Guccie Times Issue 11 and The Guccie Times Special Report Oct 23, 2017

The two cases concerning James Robinson that the Guccie Times has been following include the defiance of two separate government legal agencies to respond to Jim’s kindness and rights as an American citizen.

Mr. Guccione said, “Officer Murphy of the Colonie, NY Police Department and Judge Easterbrook of the Chicago Court of Appeals both played the fool with my Public Official Jim Robinson. As I understand that Chicago may not be where it’s at and Schaap allegedly committed his crime in Indiana, Easterbrook gets the point. And with Murphy, it is clear cut. Both of these men showed complete disrespect to my Public Official because they failed to respond to his kind invitations via letter to help him. They could have simply given their “no for an answer” in a kind brief statement and mailed it to him, but they presumptuously and defiantly refused to do so. This goes to show you what they think about the poor.” Please see pages 6-8 for the letters Jim sent.

The Guccie Times is not going to have Robinson worried about cops, cop uniforms, cop cars or CO’s. He is going to run free. Mr. Guccione said, “I am passing the baton to my father, either Good or Evil Bob—the blood originates from the same man. We have a pure blood and pure apocathary—the blood of the rest of the world is defiled, impure and mutated. These two men will be persecuted to the fullest extent of the American legal system.” The Guccie Times is dedicated to the cause of the Guccione Mafia far more than the causes of the world. Mr. Guccione’s last statement about the issue was, “You do not treat my Public Official that way, especially when he has been kind to you.”

The DiCarlo’s Lucifarian Idol
Pouring Out Drink Offerings to the Queen of Heaven

by Cal Ferrari, Editor

Jim Robinson can not be blamed for the reporting of the Guccie Times, as the legal representatives of the capital Region want to rumor in their bars and grills. He is only a staff member here. But Jim serves as the investigator for our newsletter.

Most people who have been following the Guccie Times are aware of Jim’s arrest and conviction of “Possession of a Weapon,” which is a false charge because the toy gun found on him by the Colonie Police was not used as a weapon (it was not pointed at anyone). Officer Murphy proceeded to further incriminate himself by attempting to arrests Jim the day after he got out of jail on a case of “mistaken identity”. The Guccie Times feels strongly that this was only done to instill fear in Jim and it was a complete lie told by Murphy, or the people involved with the charge lied. Murphy was then given a questionnaire as an act of kindness from this newspaper to clear himself, but Murphy further incriminated himself by refusing to answer the questionnaire. As a result, The Guccie Times is now exposing the government militia that polices the DiCarlo’s Satanic Temple in Colinue NY, which is a strip house, to the American people. It is alleged that DiCarlo’s is also a house of prostitution based on Elliot Spitzer’s fall as governor. This is all under further investigation and has not been proven yet.

Mr. Guccione says, “Spitzer had to be getting his girls from somewhere upstate. DiCarlo, the man who founded the alleged Satanic Temple, was good at hiding his sex industry as a six foot mafia who was content with his Sex. I don’t think DiCarlo was a hardened criminal like Gotti, but he was more into religion and set up the Capital District with a thriving militia that can be used by judges and wealthy entrepreneurs to create slave kingdoms.”

The mental health society exists to take the right to bear arms away from the common man by getting him caught up in a ghetto cop’s psychosis of the city as created by Lucifer and Apollyon in Hades. All a cop, and most legal and judicial and court personnel are are Romantics for the wealthy to control the poor. They simply do not want the average citizen to have a gun. He claims he is going to protect you, but that is a complete lie and irony. You have the right to protect yourself. You do not need a cop.

The Guccie Times wants to remind the general public that they have the right to bear arms, even if they are renting a dump in the city. By mere definition of his Romantic, a cop does not want the average citizen to have a gun. He claims he is going to protect you, but that is a complete lie and irony. You have the right to protect yourself. You do not need a cop.

The Bill of Rights of the Constitution of the United States of America gives the people the right to establish a militia to oppose a tyrannical government. It is quite apparent by Robinson’s investigations that the Colonie and Albany Police pose this tyranny by the way they exemplified it on Jim for showing love for Jezebel, the sex slave who he felt was dancing at DiCarlo’s when she wasn’t being abused for bestiality and sado-massicist porn. The Guccie Times believes that a police officer’s cuffs present the slave master to the ghetto poor and coerce them into submission, thereby creating enmity between the social classes. The middle class are caught up in pleasures and otherwise ignore the suffering of the poor, and claim, as Pastor John Koletas claims of the Grace Baptist Church in Troy, NY that “there are no poor people in America.” That is not true. That is a cop lie that blinds the owner of the means of production to the suffering of poor people at the hands of all cops, whether good or bad, created by the Romantic of a cop in the ghetto.

The Guccie Times wants to remind the general public that they have the right to bear arms, even if they are renting a dump in the city. By mere definition of his Romantic, a cop does not want the average citizen to have a gun. He claims he is going to protect you, but that is a complete lie and irony. You have the right to protect yourself. You do not need a cop.

The Guccie Times does not feel that women become strippers or prostitutes on their own free will, but that they are coerced by the romantic of a ghetto cop. The Guccie Times does feel, however, that there has to be some honest Christian cops, lawyers, judges and other personnel feeding into Apollyon’s Hades or this country would have already become a master/slave society.
Dear Officer Murphy,

The Guccie Times is a private hobby interest in fighting organized crime, especially on the local low-income level. We are conducting an investigation concerning the current identity theft of one of our staff members, James Robinson. We understand he underwent a preliminary arrest by you on September 23, 2017, at about 6pm, one day after he got out of jail. He was accused of harassing a young lady sitting outside of the Staples store in Latham Farms, Colonie, NY. It was determined that although he fit the description of the suspect that he was not the person who had harassed her, and that you had found the real suspect.

In our efforts to determine whether or not the incident was part of a bigger organized crime scandal against Mr. Robinson, we have arranged for a questionnaire concerning the Colonie Police Department on Jim’s preliminary arrest. You are under no obligation to complete this questionnaire, but it would greatly help us with our investigation. We feel that there is an aristocrat that is organizing Romantics against Mr. Robinsons because of his interests against organized crime and his bold statements concerning the freeing of sex slaves.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. We understand you may not remember the details of this incident, but any information you can give us will help.

Sincerely,

Guccie Times Investigative Staff

Voluntary Questionnaire for the Colonie Police Dept. Concerning the Preliminary Arrest of James Robinson on September 23, 2017

Part of this information may be used in articles in the Guccie Times to inform outstanding law enforcement agencies of this crime of identity theft, and it attempts to find the aristocrat who is responsible for possibly framing James Robinson.

Note: the terms preliminary arrest refer to the Colonie Police stopping James Robinson while he was walking alongside the road in the Latham Farms and the Colonie Police placing him in cuffs for questioning.

Please state your name and rank in the Colonie Police Department

Did you get a call concerning a person harassing a young lady sitting outside of Staples on September 23, 2017, and did you respond to the call?
Did you find that James Robinson fit the description of the suspect (similar clothes, height, race, etc)?

Did James Robinson comply with the preliminary arrest? Did he resist arrest?

Was it determined that the other suspect was the person who harassed the young lady, or was he also set free?

Do you feel that this preliminary arrest was organized by the young lady and the other suspect as part of a Romantic arranged by organized crime, or, have you received any threats by an aristocrat as a police officer to participate in a preliminary arrest concerning James Robinson?

Did you find it odd that you were the same officer who arrested James Robinson for his air gun felony? Do you see any correlation between the air gun arrest and the preliminary arrest you made on September 23, 2017?

Are there any answers given here that you wish to keep confidential and not be released in the Guccie Times www publication?

Thank you for any information that you can offer us.
James Robinson  
202 Fourth Street  
Troy, NY 12180  

Chief Executive Judge  
United States Court of Appeals  
for the Seventh Circuit  
Everett McKinley Dirksen  
United States Courthouse  
219 S. Dearborn Street  
Room 2722  
Chicago, IL 60604  

October 5, 2017  

Dear Sir:  

I am making his formal public request for your court to retry and rehear the matter of Jack Schaap of the First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana. He was tried and found guilty of a crime that got him 10 years in prison, but I have reason to believe that he was not guilty and that it was a framing. Jack Schaap’s testimony was one of uprightness as a Pastor of the biggest Baptist church in America with the biggest Bus Ministry to the poor children of Chicago. Jack taught the children to live decent lives and be respectful to America’s leaders.  

It is my understanding that Mr. Schaap was framed by the Paul Gambino Mafia. Using the persuasion of a sex slave being tortured, the Gambino mafia persuaded Mr. Schaap to teach and to preach things contrary to what the Baptist church believes. He later framed him for statutory rape. The Gambino’s goal was to deter the children away from the King James and its laws concerning decent living. Mr. Gambino frankly wanted to teach the children to live lives of sexual promiscuity with his strip houses and pornography which was at its peak on the internet.  

Please respond with some kind of interface as to how I can initiate an appeal on this case. Mr. Schaap is doing time for a crime I believe he did not commit. If you wish to email me my address is jamesbaby356@gmail.com.  

Thank you for any progress we can make for Mr. Schaap.  

Sincerely,  

James Robinson  
Jrartworks.org